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ABSTRACT

-The, costs of p =o'viding Computer-.Assis`ted inst =action - (CAI).
are. - ._ezamined; Cost =estgates .for. -CAI- -depend'_,Otuo40.4

system to be itiO.14.04,,iti- the ,costOr the exPeOteif
the '#pstem and courseware,, and the alit4-cipated,,stAdeht

,of the .syttek/OOOtSelate:;:-, .egt4tates: --of
three -currently- operation*k_iyOteits- arei co0i4eiert ;in terms

effectiveness- made :cost comparisons with
instruction is-41;00:04d. Future_ dwelo,paents which will
affect .661i .estimates .4, are__--di*Okeas:
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THE COST OF CAI: A MATTER OF ASSIMPTIONs

Despite considerable attention Over he years, the cost

of -CAI reiãià ãñ Important and-- .open- issue

educational community. It is also a very complex issue to

deal with because of the number of considerations and

assumptions which underlie, even the -SimpkeSt øf cost

estimates. Furthermore,, because costing CAr involves many

-subtle value - judgements, almost all - cost -estimates are

implicit assessments of the worth of -CAI as an instructional

methodology or medium. This makes the entire process Of

evaluating the cost of CAI a politically sensitive one.,

/et the-issue-remains- important_beCinSe_ the_ cost
of

CAI, or more importantly, -educators' perceptions Of the

,cost, is one of the ,major limiting factors in_ the
development and imPlementation of -CAI. -Even if -favourably

impressed by the "instructional effectiveness of -CAI;

educators are reluctant to utilize or -Support. CAI if it iS-

perceiyed_ as being =prohibitively expensive. Polls of experts

in CAI have consistently shown that the cost of CAI is

considered the major obstacle to its widespread acceptance.

An additiOnal complexity in_-making,'CA-± Cott estimates

is the _dynaMiC,,nature--of the computing field- where'-- dramatic

Changet in technology can occur within a Period of -a few.
years. The cUrITent_ development of micrOprOcessore and

"personal" CotaPuting (including retail computer stores) iS-S-

-good -example of this and also an eXaiitple which has definite .

implications with respect to CAl (to be discussed). Hence,

=previously made -CiiSt-eStiMates of CAl can be invalidated- by

newdevelop.ents in harditate, -:software and to a lesser

,extent, instructional met):oddlogi.

This article considers- some Of the -major: itsamptions.

Which, -underlie cost estimates of CAI and _certain-

cOnSiderations involved in these _ -assumptions. _ Cost estimates

for some major existing Systemt, are examined .light- of

'thiS- _general discussion. The -conClUAOn-. challenges a ,further

-assumption implicit in all 'CAI. _versus -_ traditional

instruCtiOn, cost comparisons, discusses conditions which

_would -optimize the cost -of CAI,- and mentions some futurez

deTielopments in the computing which: On be expected to

radically -alter the- costs (and- nature), of CAI.

Un!jQns _012,0.§1

There are three -major assuMptiO4 %Which- Underlie, cost
eetimates, of CAT.-. The -first assumption conôerns what

components of A CAl Syste0- should be included in the cost

-eStimate-Allft'what aSpects;rare -considered to be -negligible- ,Or

not of the cost. 'rive major -categories of costs can -be

identified:
4
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System -Hardware
System Software
Telecommunications:
OPeratiñg
Courseware Development

System ,hardware- includes the -cost Of the 'CPU, , necessary
peripherals disk- and tape storage, I/O . devices, front
end -;processors, etc.) as well as student terminals. !any
.cost ,estimates are -based on this 'component alone, and
.further, .terminal costs are often not included but assumed
to be -user costs. Hardware -estiilates may be .based upon
purdhase, prices, long4term. _leaSeS, or .shortt..term rentals.

2

4ystem, -SOftwate-costs-cOer the-dost -Ok-purc_hasel ,tent
of the operating system, _course authoring languages,
graphics/audio Software,. utility ,progrimss- etc. these costs
are not infrequently exclUded. from cost estimates either
because they are assuned. to be negligible .next to the
haidtrare- doSts, or because they are .difficult to- estimate.

Telecommunication: dosis Wolfe :simply- the tiansmisSion. _

cogia. via -voice-grade -telephone lines, digital 'data-
.iietWorkss, microwave, 'television, or satellite
'transmission. Like the costs of terminals,, the
telecommunication costs are often conSidered to be user
obket*TOW,eldlided .frOni estiMatet.,

0.0e-rating -doSts include, the salaries computer
operator*, system analysts or _programmers, SystelAiiinagers,
teaching prtors.or assistants, and also costs due to the
use ofcilities, buildings, and maintenance of all
equi_pientz-OstS,.sudir as these are often part, of the ,regular
institutional salaries or -bUdgetS. and ,excluded from CAI cost
estimates.

,Finallys cciurSeWare development costs ceover the tine, of
the author(s) in -Writing, 'programming_ and -debugging Ooti'ses,
as well as the ,cost producing any 0junet materials

tapes, slides, Workbo-oks4etC.) and 4technical
assistance in ',terms: of programming, instructional design,
etc. This also WoUld, include the. continued- -maintenance,
rewriting,_ and evaluation ,courseware which. will likely go,
On- for the lifetime Of the course. :Because much oOtisSelOire,
is ,produced on "borrowed *infa and because -OOtirteviie
development is Often: ,considered : "educational :reseal chi!, .cost
estimates -.Very sel4oa .include the .,costs of courseware
-deVeloPient even thoiigh, they .ilay in fact be: appreciable.

TO- su_Mmarize, ,of' the .5, imajor -components h.at ould_ _be
included in a cost 'ettilate-:01a. CAI system,,, the -Ott_
of the system hardware is typically _included. -Costs -Auk to
,tryetteMs'. software, operations, _ _courseware development,deyelOPMents.and
teleCiimiiicatiOns: are often opited foirestinite*,iaoi: on-



the_ -asttimption that they are negligible -or not ,properly part
of the cost estimate., While it is certainly true that systwa
hardware costs Will probably constitute the largest single
cost_ factor-,_ these --other categories may be far from-negligible many -CAI- -systems: This point Will be
_elaborated in the-case- .studies- belOw.

The second major assumption necessary in CAI cost
estimates concerns then expected usage of the ,system and
courseware. This means the number of students (per day,
-week, term, eid.), who are expected to use the courses on the
system. It also- includes the number of places or'institutions at which the system- or courseware is expeCted
to, "be- used., -Cott estimates are- made -on themassumplio& that a

_CF,.systei,;(or .perhaps-a, 43_articular -course) tar
so,,,Many hours per -day, per ,week, per year. This usage data

--is- 'then divided into the -system: cos_ ts to produce a cost,-per,
Student estimate, Thus, the particular' assumptions
about-- the, amount of use a _Systeit or course win-7:receive- Will
greatly influence_ the cost estimates. For example,_ for an
IBM: 1560- system, -a 6 hour/day- -usage ,(no-weekends) results in
Cost of 0.-63 per student' -hour, a 10' liour/day -(plus, Sat.,
-MOriiing) resultS in a Cost o_ f $2.04 per student hour,_ and -a
16 hour/day Ipius--9hr. -Sat:_) results_- in a _cOst of -$1.20- per
-student -hour. 'EstiMates- such as -this- further -assume that
every_ter-iitil is Operational and occupied during- the entire
_period --_-piite an -unrealiStic assumption.

The development costs of CAI ,SystemS and cOursewate_are,
of-ten assumed tobe distributed over a number of

---institutIons.-- Although- this idea -seems reasonable in-PrinCiple, in practice= relatiiely little transfer of systems
or 'Courseware has occurred- in =proportion to the, nuithet of
Cal courses which have _been' developed. (Later in the -case
studies, We shall look at some of the few examples of=successful distribution;)- -Reasons are primarily technical
and political. 'CoUrSeware is often too poorly documented to
=be ,used- without -Closely- studying the source-- code An-effort which can aliOst be equivalent to _writing a new
-cOUrsez. -Because- of the :lack --of standarditatiOn of systems
and,.--iiithor languages, transering- -cOUrse may .require
considerable rewriting or modification- even, when the
.transfer is to a -SMOpoSedly system. On -the-
political side," educators are: of_ ten, very reluCtantito accept
anOther ,perSOnls. to tea-Ching- a .,:itibject, thoy may
_feel they ,havie- no 'contrOl coiet, imPorted!! curricula,_ or
there: may be copyrighttroyalty _prOblems-._ For many reasons,

about` -the` of ',CAI costs- over many
institutions rhtvd- not been borne out in practice.

-The third' major -assumption= deals With the: anticipated
14e-span of the =syStei and courseware. .AS far as systems ,are-

-Contetned, 4ardlinretSoftWare- which is purchaSed-- -must :he-
amortized- Over the ekpected life of- the system. ,Given the
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pate of development in the- computer worlds_ _a system lifetime
of '4-5 years- seems most realistic, although some systems
assdiie_ longer periods. As far as 'courseware is concerned,
the lifespan Will depend very Muth- upon-the the nature of
the: subject. Certain-- stibject- -matters- (e.g. -, arithmetic,
reading, statistics)- can be expetted to have a relAtively
long lifetime and development costs can be amortized over
periods of 10, Yeart,:or more. Other subject matters will
teqtire .riajor .revision within a period of 3-4 years.
Putthermore, even if the subject 'mat ter is relAtively
stable, -Views About the most .effective instructional
strategiet change, and hence limit the lifetiFe of
courseware. Thus,-- assumptions _about the _lifespAn:26f the-
systei-or-coursewAre-areprobably unreasonable- when -We for
periods_iniexcest of 5!-1(LlearS.: k;further. complication 1,i:6-
that while .a-'- course may indeed,exitt Or- a lofig, 1-3046a;- the
-course, MAT :have been constantly revised and modifie& over;
tide such that After /ears, it really.; quite differ_eht
t hen.4itet4ritte04-4-yet-stillthe - same. --course).. I h e-

additional_ ,deyelOpment costs= involved in such revisions are
likely excluded- ftow-any-COtt estiiatet.-

While there are other assumptions :Which- enter into cost
estimates of -CAI, the, three-7 lust- ,discussed, assumptions-
about -what is to be included /excluded in the estimate, the-
ekpettecl-USage, and the ekilcitted- _lifespan are-_ Fajot -ones

Undetlie- most ettitiat6s. The nature of -these major
0:tstmptions can- be furthet -clarified tly- considering- some
basic attributes -or vatiables Which-affect thei.

Vir4ibLgt Affecting_CoSi_ilquiptions
_

One variable affecting cost assumptions is the type Of
c41 system InVOIVed. Three contrasting types Are -iht_
=scale, tipt-shAted 614 Mith a large numbet of remotely-
lotaied tersinals,_ the timeshared- -minicOiplitet tystera,

serving a )mall Aumber Of iocAl. terminals, and the _stand
Alone mini or iicro=protessor -serving- a sikgle, student -at a
tile. Each of the different types- of systems, will entail
different. Putdhate/tental Agreeients And hence cost.

'Ast-taiptionS.--A7T-Artge7CAT-SyStem: may consist of -combinations
, of all three isite# in order- to serve different instructional
--needs or optinite costs.

Another 'variable-is-ther-type- -and-- -level Of -students.
across handitapped_ (e.g., deaf, hlind,

retarded, etc::;--the-7-underprivileAged___ !coMpensitoty--
Ttbotosy, profIssionax_ -otoents medicine,
7dOntitry, -etc. -)_, or Adult/vOdAtioAA1 training- (e .g .4

airlines, unitary, Atades).- ifithin the domain, of -public
edithatioh, the -10Vel Of instruction could' be elementary
,(basic skillt ttch as reading, atithatticV, secondary (high-
'school curricula) or AdlfahOOd- lUndergradtAte or -graduate
university or Each of these-different types or
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t.
of students will involve different cost.co4iderations.

Type of instruction is another factor to be considered.
This: refers to -the- :lair: in. which- the-coitp,uter: is-used- f or
instruction. A broad_ but useful dittinctiOn: -is between CAIas adjunct instruction or as mainline inStruction. As
-adjunct instruction, CAI provides supplementary or
enrichment types of instruction which J.-0- in addition to
exiSting- instruction. This tends. to be an: add-on -cost,situation. As 'mainline instruction,_ -CAI replaces the
existing instruction and hence represents a replacement

_may, .be: intended .._.as_ drill, & practice,. :as, a,
laboratory tool, or simulator, as a research technique; as atutOrial system,:-7Or at a ,necessary, :part ofaCompnter_,_
managed- system (in which the _computer plays no- actUalinstructional role)-. The- intended use of the- computer will
also influence the nature of the attniPtiOnt- about cott..

Instructonal, quality or complexity- is a further
variable which affects cost_ estimates., Courses Which- involve
extensive- audio, or graphic cOnponentt,- remedial or
enrichment -sequences, alternative levels of -difficulty, or
student control -features- will require more programming and
procesSing. time. In addition, inStrue:ional features such asanimation, -color,- different site or Style of typefaces,
etC:',- will make -greater demands On the _hardware andsoftware. Out, the sophistication of the courseware will
affect system hardware, software,. Operating, and developmentcosts. This is a Variable which is -extremely hard to
estimate in tens of dollars and -cents: .;

It should be appreciated that these variables -are allinterdependent. For -example, , if the intended -goal is to-
pro'vide mainline instruction to university students in 'a
wide -range of subjects and to maintain, -fairly detailed
-student records, a larger-scale. system (With large, fast
memory Capability). will likely be requited. On the other---.
hind, -a fairly simple drill, 6 practice program intended for
supplementary use in -elementary classrooms coUld. 'best be
handled by ,a, small minicomputer _system with 8=;32 local
terminals. A laboratory- situation, involving computer
siMulatiOns, of ,experiments, might be best served by a stand-alone -Cartain, instructional ttrategiet are
often associated with particular IevelS. or - types- ,of
-students, e.g, drill & practice with elementary -or
Underpriviledged- -students, or tutorial with
.professionalfadvanCedstUdents:

The 'preceding: ditcUSsion- has identified- Stile of the
-.Variables .which are associated: with assumptions :lade in cost, _

estimates of CAI-. Each -=particular combination of variables.
',Ai:Vet rise to certain costs and Jtence, Certain -cost

assumptions. In order to illustrate this in further _detail
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and examine some specific cost estimates, some case studies
of 'cal costs will be considered.

pse nudies Qt _Si? cost Egilates
The following case studies present the available cost

estimates for three currently, operational CAI systems. Each
of these systems represents a different type of CAI- System
aid involves different assumptions regarding costs.

The- PLUTO- -IV system.

PLATO IY the_protOtype, of AiArgef.scale CAI System
pripariAy designed to deliver mainline instruction in a wide
'variety of -University _and -College subjects. The system. is-
bated upon the use of large -CAC- proceSsers and a- special
-platMa_ display terminal. Table 1. presents cost- estimates for
a system: consisting of 4000 terminals and -a'ssuates, -2000 hours
of annual 'Use, per -terminal 145- weeks X- -44, hrs/weekr. The
estimated- total cost per student- hoUr is The-
-tystem it--assumed to -have A lifetime- of 5 years and -costs
are amortized over this period: -These figures- do not include
'courseware development._ costs- which ,were- estimated- to be in
the order of a- feu- cents per student _hour _if ath= many- as 10-
'PLATO_ IV systetns- were installed.

At the present: time, -PLATO IV- is- Used at over 100-
-different sites and there are about -5- separate 'PLATO IV
installations: .ThUs the assumption about _distribution -of
deVelopmeit -Cost# across institutions seems lUttified- for
PLATO. Howelier, current -PLATO 'IV systems halie 'an- -upper limit
of about 500 sinultaneOus users- and -therefore, the Per
student estimates a_ re out by -a fatOr:' of 8.. The largest
Variation in the cost estimates_ was-due to the_ terminal.
cost. The optiiAistic cost was -based upon- _the- mass- production
of the plasia terminal. -resulting in a unit :price -of $1800.
The -Present cost of the .plasia terminal- (which is still not
mass _produced), is- still far in -excess of this (betieen
$5000-$10,000 depending- upon_ capabilitiesy, _making= -eVen- the
upper estimate 'still -too 'low. The 'cOtt estimate, tor
communication- -costs- is- for local communication only -- long
distance -telecommunication_ bY- Voicegrade _lines= is at_ -least
1$1. .Mile /Month _ Making. _ teriinalS at _a. distance
prohibitively- expensiVe. -kowever-, --a_ =single line can sup-Ott
a- iuMber- Of- tezminals (at present 4), And attention- hat :been

--devoted, to alternative -teleCosimunicationi,methOds- -(e.g..,, aaxl
& _JAitison, 1973):: -In_ addition, sateniteT-- orlticrowave-
trantmistion have been shot/1i to be relatiVely inexpensive -

transmission modes for :long- distances.

'The, PLATO, Syttem was originally _developed, ;by the
Ugiversity, of Illinois but recently has been marketed -on a

91



commercial basis by. CDC. This means that the PLATO system,is.
now available on a service basis and can be rented according
to actual courseware usage -(rather than on a system basis) .
The costs of using CDC PLATO are about $1200/mOnth per
terminal; ,eXcluding- -telecommunication -costs (this covers therental & saintenance of the terminal and access to
courseware) . Because of the high costs associated with the
plasma terminal and communications' the cost of the PLATO
system is still far in excess of the per student hour costs
estimate& in Table 1.

The _TICCIT System.

The TICCIT system_ was -originally -developed by the- MITRE
Corporation_with: theAntended_purpose-of _being, ,a- _now -cost
CAI system to be used to _provide. Mainline instruction at
introductory levels in a community college environment. The-
target costs were a- -complete System for under 5001'000"which
-wOuld provide instruction for under $1.per -student hour.-
Hardware costs for the prototype TICCIT system are given in e
Table- 2. The syttem -uses off - the -shelf color -Ty _sett: and
-spedially designed keyboards._ For a single syttea -consisting
of -128- tern /a-Alt, the -cost per -terminal is $3600. This
figUre is- divided by the expected- student ,usage' to' derive a
cost pet student hour. Making the same assumptions as -madefor PLATO tyStem lifespa,n -of 5 years, and 2000'
annual_ hours of use) , the -hardware -ccistt are 4.36 per.student 4hour. Becadte the terminals- are local, the TICCIT--
System involves no- telecominnication_ cost*.

The cost _fOr- the- = software and-operating are not given
fOr the -TICCIT system._ Because of the systemft size,
Operating 'costs- are _probably relatively minor. CourseWate
development for TICCIT was -accomplished by, a team at. Brigham
Young Unileersity. Because the courseware is- fairly elaborate
instructionally and produced on a full-"time. lbatis by a
specialized -team, courseware = development' cost are- likely -to
be high. Bstiaates for courseware--production typically range_
-fkom- $300 to -$3000 per -instructional hour.- The TICCIT system
-it -currentl-y-being-use&-at a-, number of, Communitt-c011eges° in
the- 'U.S. and hence these- development costs Oat dittributed
oirer a number of- institutions.

Computer Curriculum-Corporation.

Computer- Curriculum Corporation 1CCC) offers
minicomputer- based =CAI. systems which provide tUpplesientary-
inStrOotion in the _basic skill areas of ,reading,
and- languages. The Sisteat -consist of 8-32 terninalti and are
intended' to be located in classrocions._ Table presents the_estinated annual costs 6:: a ''CCC arithmetic syttei. The cost
of the CPU is assumed to be $30,000. The estimate* are for
an 8 terminal system with in eitpected, lifespan of 8 years.
They calculate an annual Per student cost of .$50, Per year



based -upon a utilization rate of-25 students per day (not
including summer months). Their cost estimate includes
atm:et:111T -costs' such as maintenance, teacher training, and
teaching aides. These are costs which are usually excluded
from cost estimates. However, system, software costs and
courseware development costs are excluded. CCC courseware is
the result -of a decade-long research program conducted by P.
Suppet, R. Atkinson and colleagues at Stanford University.
Thus, the.costs4if development would actually be quite high
if:they were to-be estimated.

U.S.
CCC has installed many of these-systemt-in-SoUthwestern_

S using different miniprodeisors and terminal typos.
Assuiptiont of distributia costs seem justified -for CCC as
well as the imevious two dates.. It is hot. known :how the
oasts of these- 'systems-comparewith-the 'estimates-liven-in
Table 3, but they-are likely more 'expensive.

ac.R21012112

As is eMident from the. - preceding' case studies, existing
cost esti*ates,of-CAi almost always :involve "hidden "= costs
of one kind, Or -another. Besides these "hidden' casts, there,
Are further problems. One is- that estimates :stated- in
dollars lust be corrected-for inflatioh.----Vsecond-is---that-
absalutei-cost estimates are relatively meaningless and only-
become- useful when ,ccmpared tO the-Casts Ofexisting-or
alternative instruction. For example, the cost estimates for
tho-CCC system- given in 'Table_ 3 resulted- in an estimate- of
$50- per student per yean for providing- ifistruction.An
tingle subjedt matter. The sane instruction presented by
existing =means. was_. estimated by Jamison, SUOpet-1- Butler-to_
be $89. Kopstein & Seidel-(1968) compared -the cos_ ts of C_ AI

with iraditionI1 instruction at the levels
elementary /secondary; advanced, and military training. They
canclUded: that CAI was far kite expensive -ftif-
eleientary/econdary, but about equal for adVanced: and
military instruction. (The U.S. NaMy has repotted it is=now
saving about $10 millon annually through if* computer
managed instruction program.)-

If' the-cost estimates for CAI ircluded_ all of the costs
actually involved and tote iealittic assumptions about
utilization and- lifespans (or better yet, were based upon
actual data) the cost at -CAI- -would- likely be more than -

existing instructional methods for most subjects- and
students., -How- much more will depend- upon tfie- expertite
'underlying- the- -development of the -CAI-system._ The tbree-
systems-described_ above in the case studies haVe had the
benefit of damsiderable, CAI "know-low and-hence praMicle:
hearly'comparable costs; east new systems would not.

,However, the fact- that CAS results in a -higher per
student hoUr.cott is based-upon a fairly dubiausaSsumption4
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This is the assumption that the instructional effectiveness
of .CAI is the same as traditional instruction. This Is most
certainly an invalid-premise. Almost all comparative studies
of- =CAI have shoWn_ that CAI reduces the time required for a
'subject by- 25,-50%- While stilt -resulting in the same end
performance: CSI permits a very detailed monitoring- and
evaluation of -student performance and instructional
effectiveness-Vhich is essentially impossitle in traditional
instruction-. CAL alSo .permits .certain -kinds of instruction
which could not- be done- by any traditional Means it.g,"

simulations of dying patients) . Students are
do vekwhelmingly positive about -CAI, and express strong
preferences -- for- --this,---Mode- of instructionacross- all
subjects. Thusv an- hours worth .of CAI may-.-be-,instructionally
egnivalent- to__2. ;hours- more)- -of traditional instruction.
If' we accept: this, then, cost estimates Which' show en- as
,costing -- -the same as or Slightly: more than traditional.
instruction,- In- fact -give CAI tLe\edge.

la- addition; o s 0:mate s-and-dompa-ris ons-of-CAT-lrre
SeldbMi made to optimize the costs- from a CAI perspedtive

- -since it .1s assumed that CAI systems must- adapt to the
traditional educational mOdee. Thus, traditional educational
systeMS are grOnp based in terns-- of rate of. learning,
evaluation, etc. However, individualized instruction. means
that the sort of timetabling and central facilties required
by traditional, instruction can largely be -dispensed With
giving rise to instruction -dispersed in time and iodation.
CAI can -offer instruct'-:v at any plade at any time Which c_an-

-lean considerable i ciai advantage if this -can -be
capitalized. upon. Liketaie, the capability to allow students
to --progress at their :pwn yates can also mean financial
advantages if accepted.-

There is one: further aspect that should be weighed' when
making cost. comparisons. This is the "cost of, providing
computer literady, general sophisticetion and
experience luteractitirtith computers. It is clear that man-
machine _interactions are already, a major part of today's.
sodieir and will become increasingly so- in the future.
IndiVidualS who are =UnsophiSticated with respect computer
'technology- will be severely. disadvantaged in their
vocational capability. Thus, Computer -literacy is a uhidden
cost Inaelit .of _CAI to' the educational system.

Numerous future developments -in the -coaputin,g, field
favor _decreases _the: ocoit. _of CA -One .6`f these -is- the-
continued deielopment of !'personal" cowptiters which will
probably result halfrinT a- ,small .microprocessor
syStes in the- near uture. A -COlipletely assembled
ticrocOIPUter =oysteit with all the necessary peripherals and
.software can itowbe---purchated' for well under $2000'. This is
well ,within the range of many individdais and in fact,
retail computer _stores are now flourishing in the U.S. and-



,Canada. A second- possibility is the development of
interactive cOMPOtercontiolled TV SYstethS, ihioh. CAI is
one the capabilities -available. , Such TV ,systems_ are
already being tested in Japan,_ laic:lite, and the U.S. tWith thereceitidof ëomaercial d-atacommunication networks,
telecommunication costs Will be dropping drastically. This:
will .ieWaie, one of the -cost obstacles to remotely located
terminals:

Another consideration is that Oollutets è beginning,to play a tiide, Variety' of .educational functions, most
notably computer testing and guidance and hence the costs_ Of
hardware and ,software - is 'shared with these -other uses. -Thus,
most of the cost estimates of CAI are Made on the assumption
that the system will be completely ,dedicated to
instructional usage. However, in many cases, a ,syStel- mainly
n tended r a`:dwinisti,ate Or_librar. y._,:useSL:CM alsosupport

-A- Ilimited ; -amount of instructional ápliãäti6ns. The large-
scale British computer assisted learning project (see Rodpet-
S Toye, 1975)- ,degiOnstrates :how ' -A diverse. range of
instructional applications ' can be quite: compatible .with-
other--edUcational--uses-:Of the ,co'mputet.

Finally, tcki, ,haS á built nfuture SuCceSS-f actor,
It becomes more widely -uSed,. hardware And software costs go
down due. to :ASS production and dispersed costs. -tith, there
:is little doubt that the- costs of -CAI will -continUally-
AtedteaSe, _Awhile the =costs of traditional instruction
continue to inCteaSey. But this ,conclusion is of little
consolation tO t-46 department Chatratani, .sCritool
administrator, or individual teacher who is faced with the
task of justifying the present costs,:- :Of CAl in .next; year's
budget.. FortUnitelv, With thk_rightLsei_pf_assimptions,_it
is possible to -deriVe- figures -which show that some CAI

.systems are as cost effective as traditional instruction. In
the not-too-distant future,. the 'economict, ,of CAI will
,prob7a7bly be _such- that justification of CAI will be
,unnecessary in this fashion. :Rather, the important question
Will be what type of -CAI systern Will minimize costs for a
_particUlar instructional -Situation., -ThiS- is 'when, cost
estimates of CAI will become non-trivial -exercises.

13
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TABLE 1

Estimated Costs of the PLATO ;71'Systein.

-(Alpert 61-Bitzer, 1944

Component Annuai 'costs
IThousand-

Central -Computer; 900

System Soft Ware: 100

Teritinals 14104000

Operating 21$0

Communications 72-200-

15

Cost / Student ,Hotir_
4$)

11.143-_0.50

0.01-0.03,

12_



TABLE 2

Estimated Costs of TICCIT Hardware.

-1974)

13'

Main Processor $34, boo-

-Terminal Processor 15,000

'Card 1Printer 4e000

Line Printer 11,,000

Tape

Disc Drives (3) 41,006

Disc Control (3) 29,000

CRT Terminal 3,000

1

Computer-Computer Link 3,000

Character Generator 7, 000

Keyboard Interface 6,000

.-Audio-Itesponse Subsystem. -56A00,

1 TV Monitors (128) 32, Ooo *

Keyboard S (128), 22, 000
s ,

. .
Refreshers (128) . 93, 800

Signal Processors (128) p Cable 16,000-

=video -Tape' -Player*:(20) ; , . 17-, 000

RefreSher Control 6,000

TT Odi*datiph 9000
,,CroSsbar'SWitch 1-7, 000

. ,

y i-Cabi:nets 74,590
,

,-- To±Mt -..(1411 units) u41,000 ,

Ic
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TABLE 3

Estimated Costs of CCC, System.

(Jamison, Suppes 6 Butler, 1973)

Annual Cost ($)Component

System .tiatdVare 4, 640

Faintenance 3,000

'Paraptofessionals 1,500

Teaater- .Training 500

-!Niecellaneo us 300

Total '91'940
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APPENDI-X:

The Costs of CAI at the University. of Alberta
el12-4 "The sion-of-lduca tio n al-fResear c -in--,(DER

he ,7-Pa7thilty of Education at the University of Alberta has
Operatedin IBN 1500 -system since 1968. The system consists
of an 1130 CPU, -multiplex_ controller, video buffer, 2. disk
-drives (50- megabytes on-line storage) 2 tape driireS,_printer, -card reader, -and 20 CRT terminals -eguipPed with
audio, an slide projector units. The system software
-consists of the 1130 operating system, various Utility
PrOgrams: for- processing student records, a graphics
,subsystem, and an- enhanCEI: version of- the .COURSENRITER II
author language.

Although the major purpose--of- the- DERS CAI =system- has
;-,.- been for ;research iU learning, instructional idesign,

measurement, etc., a number of courses have been developed'
which acid serve a "mainline" =teaching role. Thus, despite

-the-retearch-orientation, -the---DERS-aysten currently fulfills
a major instructional :service- to- many students in different
subject areas: This- includes fOr- instance, a course in
cardicilogy -for medical students- (24 'bouts average) a
graduate statistics Course (60 hours saverage), a coarse in
French for elementary and -Secondary- students (30- hours-
average) sa- 'course- in basic- -electrOnics-f for -technical school
tudents (50 hours- average),, and the- CARE1 course in

remedial education_ 26 hours average) o Because the- DER!. CAI
System supports such mainline" courses, it is reasonable to
look at the costs, _of the system in terms Of a 1!_pro.dUctionn
type- CAI system.

co*Sti Of the are :-given
Table The system software was provided: by the -vendor with
the hardWare-- 'thus, there are no rental costs for -the
-software. Furthermore, the costs of -maintaining_ and
enhancing the software Will be covered= by the- salaries of

----thesYstem- -programmers - and- --manager:- ---The----DOEtS-,systei-is-
available. about 260 hOurs/month 110 hours Mon.-Fri., 8hr.Sat" 4 hr. Sun). Thus a monthly -Coat per terminal/hour for
CAI' service is about $3.-92s. It should be noted that theoperating- costs (which are "people" costs) account for ,a
major proportion -of the total costs and, in fact, -ate -larger
-than- either- the -un or-terminal costs: 'alone. Thit-- clearly
Substantiates. the point- made in the 'main :teat that _operating'
cotts. *ay not be negligible. Furthermore, -While hardware
costs can be expected to decrease in the future, the costs
_of Inman resources are likely to escalate.

The actual muaber Of Student contact hours- in 1976 was
approximately 23,000- ,or 1917; bOuealmonth- (for 20 terminals).
-Thus, -computed on the of actual use, the cost is
$1.0.65 per student -Contact hour.- The- clifferencat ween- the
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$3.92 figure and the $10.65 figure is the difference between
100% usage and the actual usage of about 40%. The 40%
utilization rate is due to a number of factors. There are a
variety of scheduling problems such as the necessity of
reserving a fixed time slot for an entire term_when_mott
ae-iiiA4hfg-iii-COMFleti uearly in the term or
the reluctance on the part of instructors to schedule times
in the evenings or on weekends (even when preferred or
.requested by students). Also to be taken into account is the
fact that academic activity is- greatly reduced during a
months of the summer. Thus, such of the lower utilization
rate is the result of accomodating a CAI system to the
structure of traditional education.

.0
The above costs are strictly those of providing the CAI

service. There are two costs.in addition to those discussed.
One of these is the costs of providing tutors, or +eaching
assistants for the courses. Even though most of the. .DERS
courseware' `is' -self=cOntained, course' tutors ate, usually
available to assist students vith questions and problems.
The other cost not included in the above is the courseware
development costs. The cumulative development costs for the
Major courses mentioned above range from approximately
$10,000-$17,000. This figure-includes all programming,
debugging, graphic production, and -!evaluation via student
records. It does not include the,'-cOsts:of producing audio
tapes, slides or any ancillary materials. The actual
distribution of these costs across time and student usage
will depend upon the future use and lifetime, of the
courseware. (Most of the major courses have now been in
continuous use for 2-3 years.) It is worth noting in passing
that at least three major courses have been obtained' frOt
=other institutions- -- hence making their development costs
.negligible_forTERS.,

The preceding cost figures provide an indication of the
actual costs of an operating CAI system in contrast to the
(assumption-laden) estimates given in the main text of the
paper. In considering these real costs, the following points
ihOuld be borne in Mind:

*the DERS CAI system is primarly intended for research
purposes rather than full-time teaching service

*DERS courseware is instructionally sophisticated with
full graphic, audio and slide capabilities and
intended as "mainline" instruction

* the1500 hardware could be functionally replaced by
present-day hardware at a much lower cost

* the DERS system is completely dedicated to CAI

For these and other reasons, the actual costs of the DERS

.19
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CAI- systea -probably present an upper limit on the present-
, costs of CAI. There is no -doubt that if DERS were asked to

prOvide full-scale instructional service using present-day
hardware, the actual costs_w_Puld, be very close to the $1-$3
-per- -student- --thour -rangethat -convention- instructional:
currently costs.

20



TABLE 4

Actual Costs of the DERB 1500 System.

18

SItéiHiidIáé

_pc! p peripherals

20 Terminals (with audio/slides).

Monthly Cost ($)

6,710

Rental cost 4,648

Maintenance cost 1,884

Operating

3 Operators 3,198

2- programmers &- syst manager 3,968

TOTAL 20,408
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